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Take Control of Your 
Student Loans

City of Akron Student Loan Benefits
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We check your eligibility

Compare your options

Sign & Submit – all online
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No matter your loan balance, income, or credit score

How we can help

Summer helps you 
simplify and save 
on student loans
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app.meetsummer.org/cityofakron 

(access code: akronsaves)

Donʼt wait! Create a 
free account and sync 
your loans today 

City of Akron employee who saw 
$30,481 in student loans forgiven

“Summer’s PSLF tool was super easy to use. I 
quickly set up an account using the link 
provided from HR. It walked me through each 
step, clearly explaining everything along the 
way. The submittals are all electronic so there is 
nothing to print, email, have signed, send back, 
etc. Summer does it all for you with the 
information you provide. Once the application is 
complete, you can even track your progress. SO 
EASY. A couple months later, I received a letter 
stating that the remainder of my loans were 
forgiven. I am thrilled!”

http://app.meetsummer.org/cityofakron
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How we can help

Expert guidance and support

Talk to our team of 
experts through live 
chat, text or email
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Frequently 
asked questions
To best prepare you alongside our launch, here are select 

common questions you may receive internally or from borrowers 

about Summer and our partnership.

Your team can forward all questions to hello@meetsummer.org.

What will borrowers need to get started on Summer?

All they will need is their FSA ID which was created when 

they first took out any federal loans and a proof of income.

What amount of savings will our borrowers reach?

On average, Summer saves borrowers over $30,000 on their 

total loan. At the kickoff of our partnership we can 

determine appropriate benchmarks based on the unique 

qualifiers of the borrower base.

What if a member of their family has loans?

If any borrower has a spouse with loans, or a parent with 

Parent PLUS loans, Summer can help them.

How do members know their data is secure?

Data security is a vital to the Summer user experience, and 

the privacy of our users is top priority. All data is encrypted 

at rest as well as in transit. We maintain two-factor 

authentication on all secure data system accounts and all 

data channels are SSL/TLS encrypted.


